Kids Club

Acrylic stands with
a coloured dotsystem. The colours
stand for the
different shop sales
prices. The dots are
also printed on the
packaging, so every
end-consumer can
see immediately
how much the
product is.

(Technical subject to change)

The two wooden
displays can also
be uses as a middle
gondola display.

75 535 00 (1)
Assortment: kids club
83 different items
CONTENT:
Per 1 unit of the kids
club products
Shelve is not
included!
We would love to provide
you with a detailed list
of the actual content.
Please call us or our
representatives.
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You can also present the products on TEGO-walls very pleasantly. The
colourful header invites to craft and play with kids club.

Kids Club

!

If the displays stand next
to each other they have
to be fixed at the reverse
side.

The wooden display is appropriate for children and high quality
so it is the optimal presentation for the kids club products and an
eye-catcher for every shop. The colourful presentation as well as the
funny kids club logo communicate fun. For the complete kids club
assortment you need two displays. The high-value fabric banner,
the different hooks as well as two acrylic stands with price dots are
included for free.

1,40 m

94 035 00 (1)
Empty display kids club with
header
Width: 99 cm, depth: 37
cm,height:157 cm
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75 271 49 (8)
Jumbo felt tip pens
Box, 10 different colours
mixed

Jumbo felt tip pens
Especially suitable for small children. Jumbo felt tip
pens with strong colours for painting on paper. The
rounded down top makes painting save. The paints are
on a waterbase and can be washed out of textiles at
30°.

75 396 000 (4)
Painting roll for Girls selfadhesive
300mm x 3,2mm, tab-box

75 270 49 (10)
Tri felt tip pens
Box, 15 different
colours
mixed

Special pen Tri-felt tip pen
Especially suitable for small children. Due to the unique ergonomic triangle form which was especilly designed for a child's
hand, the pen lies especially well in the small hand. The corrugated zone is for a good grip. The pen which is appropriate for
children is for fatigue-proof painting. For drawing and writing
on paper. The paints are on a water base and can be washed out
of fabrics at 30°.

75 397 000 (4)
Painting roll for Boys selfadhesive
300mm x 3,2mm, tab-box
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Rocailles Mix „-Confetti“
Colourful necklaces made of
plastic beads. The elastic thread you need for making this
is contained in the box.
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75 527 49 (6)
Wax crayons, 10mm ø
10 cm, 24 different colours,
tab-box
mixed

75 280 49 (5)
Rocailles-Mix confetti with
rubber threa
box 40 g
mixed

75 523 (10)
Modelling clay
pad 125g
See colour choice

75 523 02
white

75 523 18
red

75 523 09
medium blue

Modelling clay
Kids love modelling. Classical clay in brilliant
colours, food save, flexible, stays in shape.
75 523 29
green

75 523 20
yellow

69 081 000 (32)
Counterdispl.:Kids scissors Animal motiv
13cm, 4 Motive 8 piece

75 425 000 (6)
Paint by number - Motorbike + Digger
22.5x29.4cm, 12-piece

75 426 000 (6)
Paint by number - Dogs
"Willy&Buddy"
22.5x29.4cm, 12-piece
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Content:
Panda, koala, sheep, tiger
8 pieces of each motif
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Glass bead mix „fairy magic“
Sweet coloured necklace for little girls. The peewees like to
thread the beads in a certain order or according to their own imagination. This nice necklace is available in many different colour
combinations and is a nice gift for many occasions.

75 260 00 (4)
Glass beads mix - fairy magic
Box 36 pcs. + Rocailles
yellow, green colours

75 261 00 (4)
Glass beads mix - fairy magic
Box 36 pcs. + Rocailles
blue colours

75 262 00 (4)
Glass beads mix - fairy magic
Box 36 pcs. + Rocailles
red, orange colours

75 276 00 (1)
Display: Glass beads mix fairy magic
Content: 20 boxes

75 263 00 (4)
Glass beads mix - fairy magic
Box 36 pcs. + Rocailles
red, pink colours

75 264 00 (4)
Glass beads mix - fairy magic
Box 36 pcs. + Rocailles
turquoise colours
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Crafting kit bracelet
Those cute bracelets can be crafted ideally by the small hands of the children. The beads, felt
blossons or felt hearts are simply threaded on the satin cord according to the sample.
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75 551 00 (8)
Kit - bracelet with felt blossoms
Sarah, 15 parts

75 552 00 (8)
Kit - bracelet with felt blossoms
Hannah, 15 parts

75 553 00 (8)
Kit - bracelet with felt hearts
Nina, 13 parts

Bead-mix for colourful
necklaces. A jewellery cord,
2m long, is also included.
The beads are seliva- and
sweat-resistant. EN 71
compliant.

75 366 000 (3)
Colourful bead mix
+ Deco cord, bottle 150g

75 367 000 (1)
Display colourful bead mix
20 bottles

Window Color - the big painting fun for kids! The colours are water-based, so they are ideal for children.
Content
5 x 25 ml Window Color Liner ( white, red, grey, brown
and black for the contours)
1 A3 sheet with lots of pattern to the subject "wood
animals"
1 painting foil

75 369 000 (6)
Window Color painting set kids
world
5x25ml incl. pattern, painting foil,
PVC
Window Color - the big painting fun for children!
The paintings are water-based, that's why they are
perfectly suitable for children.
Content:
5 x 25 ml Window Color Liner ( red, blue, green,
yellow and black for the contours)
1 A3 sheet with a lot of patterns to the topic The
world of the children
1 painting foil
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75 368 000 (6)
Window Color painting set
Wood animals
5x25ml incl. pattern, painting
foil, PVC
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Mosaic sticker set pirate and
ship
CONTENT:
800 self-adhesive stickers
65 self-adhesive rhinestones
2 motif plates 15x20 cm
It is a lot of fun for children to
decorate the coloured motif plates
with glittering mosaic stickers and
rhinestones. The little mosatic stickers will be extracted from the foil
and glued on the given position of
the motif plate. Then decorate the
picture with adhesive rhinestones.

75 540 00 (4)
Mosaic - sticker set - pirate
15x20 cm, 9 tlg., 2 motif plates

Mosaic sticker-set butterfly and frog
CONTENT:
700 self-adhesive stickers
12 self-adhesive rhinestones
2 motif plates, 12,5x20 cm

75 543 00 (4)
Mosaic - sticker set - butterfly+frog
12,5x20 cm, 10 parts, 2 motif plates

Kit plug mosaic
This plug mosaic is fun for younger and older children. The elastic
“mosaic stones” which are made of stable plastic material can
be plugged in the subfont and removed again very easily with the
special tool. The picture on the packaging which is true to original
makes the plugging child’s play.
75 427 000 (4)
Set of mosaic stickers- car
+ plane
12.5x20cm, 11-piece, PVC box
1Set
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75 428 000 (4)
Mosaic sticker set Unicorn+Princess
12.5x20cm, 11-piece, PVC box
1Set
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75 353 000 (4)
Shrinking foil set "Crazy
Cars"
4 motives w. key ring, 8 parts

75 354 000 (4)
Shrinking foil set "My Pony"
4 motives w. key ring, 8 parts

75 355 000 (4)
Shrinking foil set "Jungle
Fun"
4 motives w. key ring, 8 parts

75 356 000 (4)
Shrinking foil set "Wildlife"
4 motives w. key ring, 8 parts

75 532 00 (4)
Wooden bead set - Magic
blossoms
0,8x2,5 cm, 80gr./ca.200 pcs.,
w. cord

75 533 00 (4)
Wooden bead set - Magic
blossoms
0,8x2,5 cm, 80gr./ca.200 pcs.,
w. cord

75 530 00 (4)
Wooden bead set - Magic
stars
0,8x2,5 cm, 80gr./ca.200 pcs.,
w. cord
75 516 00 (1)
Display: soft toys to be
painted
4 different motives, per 3 pcs.

75 531 00 (4)
Wooden bead set - Magic
stars
0,8x2,5 cm, 80gr./ca.200 pcs.,
w. cord
Soft toy for painting
Painting those funny animals
is a lot of fun. 4 coloured
felt tip pens are contained in
the packaging. The imprinted
outlines make painting child’s
play. The soft toy is made of
100 % polyester. You can wash
it in the machine at 30°. As
the paint is removed when
washing you can paint it again
after washing.

75 512 00 (3)
Soft toy dog to
be painted
11 cm, PVC-box
1 animal + 4
pens
100% Polyester

75 514 00 (3)
Soft toy fish to
be painted
12 cm, PVC-box
1 animal + 4
pens
100% Polyester

75 513 00 (3)
Soft toy butterfly to be
painted
13 cm, PVC-box
1 animal + 4
pens
100% Polyester

75 515 00 (3)
Soft toy tortoise
to be painted
12 cm, PVC-box 1
animal + 4 pens
100% Polyester
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Fun without end!
painting - cutting - shrinking in the oven
WOW!
Now the motiv is 7x smaller and 7x thicker.
Really cool, isn’t it?
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Pompons and chenille sticks are a very popular handicraft material for children. The sets
inspire for sure little animal friends and are easy to design. Colourful pompons and funny
wiggling eyes will be glued, the chenille sticks will be formed. An instruction is included in
the package, additionally you need glue and a scissors.

75 340 000 (6)
Crafting set Pompon Caterpillar
"Flip"
75 pcs., Caterpillar, approx. 8 cm,
4pcs

75 339 000 (6)
Crafting set Pompon Beetle
"Dolly"
53 pcs., Beetle approx. 3 cm, 4 pcs.
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Crafting kit felt
finger doll
Funny characters
for a cute finger doll
theatre. The felted
parts are glued together
and decorated. The glue is
included in the packagaing.
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75 525 49 (12)
Street chalk
length 10 cm, 8 different colour,tabbox
mixed
Street chalk
The packaging contains 8 different colours.
The pens are 10 cm long.

75 338 000 (6)
Crafting set Chenille Dino
"Maxi"
14 pcs., Dinosaur approx. 14 cm

75 337 000 (6)
Crafting set Chenille Horse
"Freddy"
19 pcs., Horse approx. 12 cm

75 546 00 (8)
Kit - felted finger doll
Pirate, 15 parts 8,5x6,5 cm

75 547 00 (8)
Kit - felted finger doll
Mermaid, 8,5x7 cm, 17 tlg.

75 548 00 (8)
Kit - felted finger doll
Frog King, 7,5x5,5 cm, 14 tlg.

75 549 00 (8)
Kit - felted finger doll
Small angel, 7x6 cm, 22 parts

75 522 00 (6)
Papier-mâché masks, trio, funny animalwo
ca.21x17 cm, t-bag 3 pcs., 3 types

75 521 00 (6)
Papier-mâché crowns, trio, small princes
25x11 cm, t-bag 3 pcs, 3 types

75 534 000 (6)
Papier-mâché trio: Pirates
3 designs, w. Elastic band, bag 3pc

Kids Club

75 429 000 (6)
Pap.mach.masks Trio:Animals,FSC
Rec.100%
3 deisgns, w.elastic band, tab-bag 1pc.
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Crafting kit Wooden animals
The packaging contains everything to produce the
funny animals. Just paint the body parts, paste them
and put them together and play.

75 557 00 (4)
Wooden animal - crafting
kit - cow
Pretty, 9x4x5 cm, 18 parts

75 556 00 (4)
Wooden animal - crafting
kit - giraffe
Queenie, 11x5x10 cm, 19 parts

75 555 00 (4)
Wooden animal - crafting
kit - duck
Lilli, 6x6x8 cm, 16 parts

Kids Club

Cross stitch pictures with cute animal motives.
With the help of the coloured pattern in original size you can count the single stitches. The
complete packaging contains a stitching plate,
various colours of polyester yarn and a plastic
stitching needle.
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75 348 000 (8)
Stitching set Dog "Henry"
13.8x13.8cm, tab-bag 1Set
100% Polyester

75 349 000 (8)
Stitching set Cat "Kathy"
13.8x13.8cm, tab-bag 1Set
100% Polyester

75 518 00 (4)
Kit sequins-ducks, Luci
PVC box 2 Styrofoam ducks + accessories

75 519 00 (4)
Kit sequins-fishes, Oskar
PVC box 2 Styrofoam fishes + accessories

Kit sequins duck „Luci“
Fun with sequins - look forward to funny ducks. Working with
sequins is a lot of fun for kids. The glittery sequins are plugged
in the styrofoam with small needles. The result glitters in beautiful colours.
CONTENT:
2 styrofoam ducks, 7 x 6 cm
1 bag sequins yellow
1 bag sequins orange
1 bag sequins white
1 box of fixing pins

Kit sequins fishes „Oskar“
Fun with sequins - look forward to funny fishes. Working with
sequins is a lot of fun for kids. The glittery sequins are plugged
in the styrofoam with small needles. The result glitters in
beautiful colours..
CONTENT:
2 styrofoam fisches, 11 cm
1 bag sequins mid blue
1 bag sequins dark blue
1 bag sequins silver

Kids Club

75 517 00 (4)
Kit sequins-hearts
PVC box 6 Styrofoam hearts + accessories

Kit Sequins heart„Love“
Fun with sequins - look forward to funky hearts. Working
with sequins is a lot of fun for kids. The glittery sequins are
plugged in the styrofoam with small needles. The result glitters
in beautiful colours.
CONTENT:
4 styrofoam-hearts, arched on one side, 5 cm
2 styrofoam-hearts, arched on both sides, 5 cm
2 bags of sequins fuchsia
2 bags of sequins red
1box of fixing pins
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75 424 000 (6)
Paint by number - Zebra "Betty"
22.5x29.4cm, 10-piece

75 422 000 (4)
Kit sequins ladybug "Emma"
11.5x5cm, 1 ladybug, tab-box
1Set

75 423 000 (6)
Paint by number - Lion "Tim"
22.5x29.4cm, 11-piece

14 469 000 (4)
Craft kit Mosaic glass
drip mat
for 6 pcs.
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Laying mosaics-fun also for the
little ones.
The shiny acrylic mosaics are just
being glued on the base. Through
laying accurateness and imagination are being developed.
The unique stones do not have
sharp edges and can be cut with
scissors.
The set contains 6 coasters made
of papier mâché, acrylic mosaic
stones in transparent multicoloured and with glitter as well
as a tube of glue.
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The wooden beads
are saliva resistent
and sweat resistant according
to European
Directives for Toys
EN 71

75 538 000 (8)
Crafting set: Key-holder,
19-piece
18cm, Wooden dollie "Mia",
tab-bag 1Set

Key ring crafting kit wooden doll
The small funny wooden doll
is movable and can be uses as
a key ring or you can decorate
bags or rucksacks with it. The
beads are threaded on a
cotton cord, with simple knots
you stabilize it. Detailled
instructions are contained in
the packaging.

75 536 000 (8)
Crafting set: Key-holder,
20-piece
18cm, wodden dollie "Max",
tab-bag 1Set

75 558 85 (5)
Kit Rockstars: Bracelet Friends
Set 9 pcs.
may-green

Display friendship bracelet „Friends“
You cannot have enough of those. The pretty display with five
colourful sortings invites cool girls to knot bracelets.

75 558 33 (5)
Kit Rockstars: Bracelet Friends
Set 9 pcs.
pink

75 558 18 (5)
Kit Rockstars: Bracelet Friends
Set 9 pcs.
red

75 529 00 (4)
Kit: Monster-Maxi
10 cm, 3 types
Crafting kit monster maxi
You can make three different felt
monsters, they have the size of about
10 cm. You can use them as a key ring
pendant or you can decorate bags and
rucksacks with it.

75 351 000 (4)
Crafting kit: "Funny Animals"
4-9 cm, 3 types

75 558 07 (5)
Kit Rockstars: Bracelet
Friends
Set 9 pcs.
turquoise

75 558 34 (5)
Kit Rockstars: Bracelet Friends
Set 9 pcs.
orange

Crafting Kit "Funny Animals"
Three different felt-animals
with wiggling eyes can be
craftet. Very well suitable as
key rings or for decorating
bags and backpacks. The pack
contains three key rings.

Kids Club

75 559 00 (1)
Display: Rockstars - Kits
25 Boxes, Bracelet-Friends
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75 325 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Fritz"
4x2,5x2cm, tab bag 1 set

75 324 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Rudi"
6x1,5x3cm, tab bag 1 set

75 326 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Bruno"
6x1,5x3cm, tab bag 1 set

75 323 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Lola"
5x3x5cm, tab bag 1 set

75 322 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Max"
10x5x2cm, tab bag 1 set

75 327 000 (4)
Kit Bead animal "Herbert"
5x4x2cm, tab bag 1 set
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Out of colourful glass beads nice
little bead animals arise. Children
enjoy the threading of the beads
following certain order criteria. The
accurate threading pattern with
instruction which is enclosed in the
package makes crafting easy, so
that fun and a feeling of success are
guaranteed.
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